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We show that naive petiation theo~ up to O(a~) underestimates the theoretical prediction

r[~-~ VT+hahons]
for Rx = We use Pade Summation (PS) and find a,~) = .307 (9).

r[~-+vte-~]

Usingthe new 4-loop QCD ~-finaioq we find a,~z)=.1164 (14) in agreement with recent values. -
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The z lepton is the only known lepton massive enough to decay into hadrons and, hence, its

semileptonic decays are impotiant tests of perturbative QCD. Since its discovery in 1975 at the

SPEM e+e- storage ring~, the ~ lepton2 has been a subject of extensive experimental study. In

particular the ratio

(1)

provides a clean way of determining a, (~), the strong coupling constant at the mass of the ~,

Mx = 1777. l~~;~MeJ’ (2)

The experimental average value3is

R:w = 3.649(14)

Theoretically, ~ is given by~
.

where

sEW = 1,0194

and 6AV = .0010

are the known electroweak corrections, and
-..

--

5’ = -.007(4)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)
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is the non-pefiurbative contribution. We till include the small mass corrections in determining our

find error-bars. The perturbative contribution is given by
.-

b(o) = x + 5.20x2 + 26.36x3 +ax4 (7) -

a
where x = ~ and a has not yet been cdcdated. However, from our Asymptotic Pade

n

Approximant Prediction (APAP) method we find6

a = 108

.-

This agrees with the prediction of Kataev and Starshefio7

a = 105.5

.Goote et al and Pith found that

[

.375 (7) ref 8

.378(7) ref 8
a, (M.) =

.354(5) ref 8-.
.355(25) ref 9

(8)

(9)

(lo)

However, if one uses their results it is clear that the perturbation series without the O(x~) term is

converging very slowly. For example for

a,(MT) = .36, x = .1146

~(o) = .1146 + .0683 + .0397 + (.0186)
= .2226 (.2412)

(11)

is clearly not m’ accurate value for the sum of the series. Even if one includes the a X4 term (in

- ..
parenthesis), the perturbation series is stfll not close to the actual sum of the series. For this reason

we will use Pade Summation (PS) to the series.
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From eq (7) we con~ct the [2~] Pade Approtiant @A). @or details on PA see refs (10-

13.))

[2/2] =
1- 39.13X + 147.5X2

1- 40.13x + 182.4x2
(12) -

We will use the [1/1], [2/1], and [1/2] to estimate our error-bars. By fitting 8(0)from eq (4),

5(0) = .99(5), (13)

to the.[2/2] PA in eq. (12) we obtain

a,(Mr) = .307(9) (14)

The error-bar is determined by studyinghow x changes with different PA mass corrections, and the

: e~erimentd error in eq. (3). @r result is considerably smaller than the previous results in eq. (10).
-.

This is due to the PS which we used to sum the series. In fact, if we restrict ourselves to the

perturbation series ody up to O(F) in eq. (7) we obtain

[

a,(Mt) = .364 (We)

.354 (Woe)
(15)

where (WC)includes all the corrections in eq. (4) while (WOC)includes ody the naive perturbation

series. It is clear that eqs. (15) are consistent with the previous results in eq. (10).

- ..
Usiig our result tieq. (14) we now evolve up to Mz to determine a, (Mz). We use the new

~loop evolution equations of Chetyrb et d*Aand the relations between A(f - 1)and A(o of Samuel and
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Li.15These relations differ from those of Marciano16by approximately 3Y0. It is interesting to note

that the 4-loop result is needed at low energies to get an accurate value of A(3),though it is -

ne~igible at higher energies. We find from eq. (14) that

A(3) = 315(18) ~e~
A(4)

= 268(18) Mer
~ A(5) = 190(18) Mey

(16)

From A(5)we tid

a,(~z) = .1164( 14) (17)

It has been claimed that recent measurements of a,~z) maybe grouped into two classes, those

made at “10W-Q2 “, which tend to cluster at vrdues around 0.112, and those made at “high – Q2”,

which tend to cluster at values around 0.123. For a review of these measurements see Ref (17).

However, examination of the large set of a,~z) measurements reveals that in fact dl are consistent

: with a “world average central value” of about O.117, with an uncefiainty of+ .005, and that their

~oup% into two suppo~y discrepant classes is arbitrary and not si~cant. For example, carefil

dysis of the SLD CoUaboration results18of a,~J

e+e- annihilation revealed that next-to-leading QCD

from 15 hadrotic event shape obse~ables in

corrections were not sufficient to properly

@ye the data. Using PA to estimate higher~rder tem it was foundlgthat the scatter h the results

was reduced by a factor of more than three. Moreover, the average value of a,@Z) was reduced

from

- .-

to

a~(~z) = .1226 (25)(109)

--

a,(Mz) = .1147(35)

5
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vw close to the rat in eq. (1~. Moreover values of a~@z) from Lattice Theo@ have increased

recently and are now consistent M h the result in eq. (17). For example ref 20 obtains

a,~z) = .1174(24).

Findy, it is interesting to note the fo~owing. In a recent paper by Goote et d21the authors -

obtained a relation between the 2 physical observable& and ~ where

R=
u(e ‘e- ~ ha~ons)

(20)
~(e+e- + P+ U-)

They note that “the data seem to be systematidy lower than the prediction by about 7Y0.” The

effm, discus~ here, which accelerates the convergence of the ~ naive perturbation theo~ with PS

is in the right direction and of the required magnitude to resolve this discrepancy.

- .-

The author would like to thank John EMs and Marek Karliner for very helpfil discussions.
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